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Dedicated to being a one-stop-shop for professional products, 
OmniMount remains on the cutting edge of product innovation. 
That’s why we’re the natural choice for any professional, 
industrial or commercial application. The Cable Management 
Series is the ideal companion to any flat panel install where 
wires aren’t run through the wall. Every product in 
the line comes conveniently bulk packed, so it can 
be used for more than one job. With a width of 4.3”, 
CMKPRO can be used for hiding many cables.
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CMKPRO product information sheet

Product Specifications
Includes: 
 (5) 48” x 4.3” covers
 (10) end caps
Mounting: Screws or adhesive
Color: White

Product Benefits
M•	 odular design allows for any configuration
C•	 overs can be cut to desired length
B•	 ulk pack allows for multiple installs
P•	 aint to match any wall
M•	 ount using screws or double sided 
adhesive (both included)
E•	 lbows sold separately (CMKPRO90)

Save time and money on 
jobs with cable management 
covers – the quick and 
simple alternative to running 
cables through the wall.
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CMKPRO technical data sheet

Dedicated to being a one-stop-shop for professional 
products, OmniMount remains on the cutting edge of 
product innovation. That’s why we’re the natural choice 
for any professional, industrial or commercial application. 
The Cable Management Series is the ideal companion to 
any flat panel install where wires aren’t run through the 
wall. Every product in the line comes conveniently bulk 
packed, so it can be used for more than one job. With a 
width of 4.3”, CMKPRO can be used for hiding many cables.

Product Specifications
Includes: 
 (5) 48” x 4.3” covers
 (10) end caps
Mounting: Screws or adhesive
Color: White

Product Benefits
M•	 odular design allows for any configuration
C•	 overs can be cut to desired length
B•	 ulk pack allows for multiple installs
P•	 aint to match any wall
M•	 ount using screws or double sided adhesive (both included)
E•	 lbows sold separately (CMKPRO90)

Stock Code Packaging UPC MC UPC 
Americas 1003715-1 728901020209 NA

International NA NA NA

inches (mm) Wt lbs (kg)
Product Box triangular tube 49 x 5.9 (1245x150) TBD

Master Carton NA NA

Box Contents Qty
Cable cover 5
Double sided adhesive 30
Clip 30
End cap 10
Complete hardware kit 1
Instruction manual 1
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CMKPRO line drawing
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